Moving Beyond Papers

The Editorial
Dear Readers,
The month of August marks Independence Day
and with this we bring you all a new edition of
the Monthly with some new columns.We all love
a good Fiction, don't we? Fictionally Yours, a new
column will be showcasing a series of short
fictional stories. Good old Buzz Around talks
about the latest split, as the Mahagathbandhan
in Bihar crumbles. Career Wise presents some
exciting career options in the field of aviation.
Tech Tricked is back with its take on the emerging
Hyperloops. Open Forum talks about Psychopathy
and fiction for the first time (Time to delve into the
lives of serial killers and psychopaths).

Op-Ed enters the world of languages while Insight
tackles beliefs and gathers some inspirational stories.
Behind the scenes captures the essence of photography
and immortalises it! And go to our Reporting section
to know about the events you missed this month! Also
in the end,don't forget to lighten the mood by taking a
look at our Artwall section for beautiful artworks.
Happy Reading and everyone at the Monthly wishes
our readers a "Happy Independence Day".
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BUZZ AROUND
PARTITION 2017: MAHAGATHBANDHAN CRUMBLES
On 26 July 2017, 5 PM, Nitish Kumar resigned
as CM of Bihar, ending the 20month long
Mahagathbandhan (grand alliance) rule.
"In the circumstances that prevail in Bihar, it
became difficult to run the grand alliance
government," Mr.Kumar told reporters outside
Raj Bhavan after submitting his resignation to
Governor Keshri Nath Tripathi, after the RJD
supremo rejected outright the demand for his
son's ouster. Next day on 27 July 2017, 10 AM
he again took oath as CM of Bihar with the
support of BJP. The same evening, Kerala
JD(U) chief MP Veerendra Kumar severed its
ties of Kerala unit of the JD(U) from the party
as a rebellion against Nitish Kumar for joining
hands with BJP. In June 2013, when Nitish
Kumar severed his 17-year-old ties with the
BJP, he ridiculed his alliance partner saying:

“Mitti mein mil jaonga, par doobara BJPse Thus, not many were surprised when Nitish
haath nahi milaonga” after Modi was
Kumar again took a divergent stand and
nominated as BJP’s campaign committee
backed the NDA presidential candidate Ram
chief for 2014 Lok Sabha elections.
Nath Kovind instead of Congress-led
The Mahagathbandhan was formed by Nitish Opposition nominee Meira Kumar.
Kumar's JD(U) along with RJD and Congress Nitish kumar was also in support of
to counter the BJP ahead of the 2015 Bihar demonetization whereas Lalu Prasad Yadav
Legislative assembly elections.
was particularly bitter while criticising the
The Grand Alliance, along with Lalu Prasad currency ban.
Yadav’s RJD and the Congress, secured 178 The last blow to this alliance was when CBI
registered a case against former Railway
seats in the 243-member state Assembly,
defeating BJP.
minister Lalu Prasad Yadav, his wife Rabri
How it began?
Devi and his son Tejashwi Yadav on
The animosity towards the RJD began in
corruption charges. "I tried to work it out....
mid-2016 when Nitish Kumar backed
I did not ask for anybody's resignation...
Narendra Modi’s surgical strike, a contrarian I just asked Tejashwi to explain the charges
stand to that taken by other Opposition
of corruption," said Nitish Kumar.
parties.

Lalu Prasad Yadav gave a new twist to Kumar's
resignation, pointing out that a pending case against
him and not the differences over corruption charges
against Tejashwi was at the root the the JD(U)
leader's resignation. In the 1991 Lok Sabha polls,
a man named Sitaram Singh was killed at a polling
station in Pandarak and Nitish Kumar was amongst
the accused. He had made a mention of the case in
the affidavit he filed while contesting the Legislative
Council election, according to Yadav.
Prime Minister Modi was quick to tweet his reaction
to Kumar's resignation. In the tweet, the PM
congratulated Nitish Kumar for joining hands in the
fight against corruption and extending support to
Nitish Kumar for forming the next government.

Nitish Kumar's resignation would be hugely
disappointing for the Congress and its 17 allied
parties in the Opposition ranks. His decision to quit
from the Chief Minister's post has larger
implications — not just limited to politics and
governance in Bihar but altering national political
alignment. Not only has the coalition government in
Bihar fallen, but the dream of stitching
a grand coalition of the opposition against Narendra
Modi in 2019 parliamentary election has been
shattered to pieces. Amidst all this political upheaval,
one man who will be ruing his decision to have aligned
with him will be Lalu Prasad, his friend-turned-foe.
While on his way to Ranchi, Lalu must be recalling
what he had said about Nitish earlier:
“Koi aisa saga nahin, jisey Nitish ne thaga nahi. ”

- Swara Jamdar

SIMPLY PUT
~Indo China Doklam Standoff ~
What is Doklam?

Why is India concerned?

Doklam is a narrow plateau lying in the tri-junction
region of Bhutan, China and India. Doklam lies
close to the modern day Yadong County of Tibetan
Autonomous Region and the Ha Valley of Bhutan.
It is a disputed territory claimed by both Bhutan
and China. Doklam is situated roughly 15 kilometers
southeast of the Nathu La pass that connects
India and Tibet.

The face-off began on June 16, when Indian troops opposed
the building of a road by Chinese forces at Donglang or Doklam,
which is under China’s control but claimed by Bhutan.The Royal
Bhutanese army troops tried to “dissuade” the Chinese troops
that the construction of the road inside Bhutanese territory is a
direct violation of its 1988 and 1998 bilateral agreements and
called for a return to the status quo ante of June 16, 2017.
India says it has sent its soldiers across in response to Bhutan’s
request. At their peak, the number of Indian troops in Doklam
have been estimated at 350-400.

What is this issue all about?
China and Bhutan have agreed via written
agreements of 1988 and 1998 that both countries
will maintain peace and the status quo in the
region. In 2017, China attempted to extend a road
in a sector of Doklam triggering a stand-off
between China and India and a demarche against
China from Bhutan.

What does China say about this?

China says India has been building up troops along its side of
the border and demands an "immediate withdrawal" amid an
increasingly tense standoff in a remote frontier region high in
the Himalayas.
A senior Chinese diplomat said that though Indian troop’s
levels at the stand-off point are down to 40, “even if there is
one single soldier in Doklam, that is a violation of Chinese
territory and that is intolerable.”

- Aditi Patil

TOP 10 NEWS
1) Pakistan SC removes Shariff as PM over Panama papers.
2) Punjab court rejects 10 year old’s plea for abortion who was repeatedly raped by her uncle.
3) 3 held in Amarnath pilgrim attack case.
4) United Nation bans key North Korea exports over missile tests.
5) Economist Rajiv Kumar is the new Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog after Arvind Panagariya.
6) Nithari killing:Pandher, Koli gets death penalty.
7) NIA arrests 7 Hurriyat Leaders.
8) Ram Nath Kovind becomes the 14th President of India and Venkaiah Naidu Elected As Next Vice-President Of India.
9) On the 2nd death anniversary of Dr Abdul Kalam, PM Modi inaugurates Kalam memorial in Rameswaram,Tamil Nadu.
10) India wins a gold, a silver and three bronze medals at the 23rd Summer Deaflympic in Samsun, Turkey.
- Swara Jamdar

Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed.

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

CAREER
WISE

This month, let's explore some high �lying careers in the �ield of aviation. Apart from the pilot and the
�light crew, a lot of other people work behind the scenes to ensure that you have a safe and punctual
journey. Here are some of those important professionals -

Flight dispatchers

Airlines cannot function efficiently without
highly skilled people on the ground ensuring
that aircrafts are where they need to be. A vital
part of airport life is the task of keeping the
airplanes operating on schedule – the
individuals who take responsibility for this are
know as ‘Flight Dispatchers’ or ‘Aviation
Schedulers’.
In airport operations, the airline captain and
the dispatcher are held jointly responsible for
the safety of the flight. Working with the pilot,
the flight dispatcher furnishes a flight plan that
enables the aircraft to arrive at its destination on
schedule with the least operating cost.

The dispatcher’s signature along with that of the
pilot, releases the aircraft for flight. Flight
dispatchers frequently work under pressure in a
fast-paced environment especially when flying
weather is bad. They must make many rapid
decisions concerning safety, flight regulations, and
the economy of operations. Flight dispatchers tend
to work indoors at the airport in the airline
operations office or control center. These
employees are surrounded by people, teletype
machines, telephones, and intercom systems in a
noisy, busy atmosphere. A 40-hour week with shift
work is normal, and salary for a flight dispatcher
job in the UK is around £45k to £50k. A flight
dispatcher in India earns roughly around
₹188364-1338806 per year.

To become an aircraft dispatcher, applicants must
obtain FAA dispatcher certification. This requires
passage of a written test and a practical test
administered by the FAA.
For the written portion, the minimum age
requirement is 21 years, and it covers regulations,
This requires passage of a written test and a
practical test administered by the FAA. For the
written portion, the minimum age requirement is 21
years, and it covers regulations, policies and
procedures of aviation industry.
The flight dispatcher must take into account the
weather, both - during the journey and at the final
destination. That requires studying winds aloft,
thinking about alternative destinations, fuel
requirements, altitudes, and general traffic flow.

Flight Security
The largest responsibility will be to prevent
items from being transported that could cause
extensive harm or death. This means screening
and searching both passengers and baggage. To
Security is one of the main concerns for airports do this, you will learn to operate equipment
and airlines. The Aviation and Transportation
such as X-ray machines and hand wands.
Security Act of 2001 had a significant impact
on travel and transport of people and goods.
Having a sixth sense for recognizing trouble is
The act authorized establishment of the
a must in this field of day and night work.
Transportation Security Administration or TSA Good communication and people skills are also
and empowered it to screen, hire and train the important - as you will encounter passengers of
personnel needed to secure airports and assess diverse backgrounds and educational levels and
threats. Our passenger experience in the airport may need to deal with some unpleasant
screening line gives you only a partial picture of situations.
the ongoing testing and training required of
airport security employees. However, there is lot
more to Security.

The basic qualification for this is an age
requirement of 18 years and an HSC
graduation. Depending upon one's
qualification, one can get higher posts in the
area; ranging from Security Guard to Head of
Security.
You will need to pass a background check,
drug test, physical examination and if selected
ultimately, a certification exam. This position
has both - On the job and Ongoing training.
The airlines and the airport coordinate
together to get a person up-to-the-mark for
such a responsible on the clock job.

Flight Navigation
Air navigation employees provide air traffic
control, flight information, weather briefings,
aeronautical information services, airport
advisory services and electronic aids to
navigation.
The ‘Airport Control Tower’ is the most
visible piece of air navigation infrastructure,
but it is just the tip of the iceberg.
The air navigation of a particular country is
responsible for coast to coast navigation of
the entire
air-space assigned to that country through a
network of air traffic control towers, area
control centres, flight information centres,
flight service stations and maintenance
centres.

This field also has a demand for technologists
and engineers. Area air traffic controllers
coordinate the safe, efficient and orderly flow of
air traffic from various ‘Air Control’ centres
across the country. Airport air traffic controllers
operate from one of the traffic control towers at
airports across the country, keeping an eye over
every approach, departure and taxiway.
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-Leaving Beliefs BehindBut what happens when this belief is
shattered, crushed from within?

A belief is a feeling, a faith, a
confidence, an acceptance that
something exists for someone without
any empirical proof to it. Everyone
has their own beliefs that acts as are
their guide, their rock, their reality.

Baldeo, a poor tribal man worked as a night
watchman at a small wayside signal-stop to
feed his family. He believed
firmly in his sense of duty towards his job
of monitoring the safe passage of overland
mail through the tunnel. A month later he
encountered the famous man-eater; the
tunnel tiger. Instead of being paralysed with
shock or fear, he fought the great brute
valiantly, armed

A sailor believes in his family's
strength and support to be his anchor
on the ship. A farmer believes in
good harvest and adequate rainfall
with every seed he sows into the
ground. A devotee believes in his
prayers when he kneels down before
Almighty.

Alas, the law of the jungle prevailed.
This short story; The Tiger in The
Tunnel, written by Ruskin Bond, one of
India's most loved authors makes us ask
our-selves who the tiger in the tunnel
was.
The story throws a different light on the
much-debated end of the tunnel.

Tanvi Padia,
FYBA

with his axe.

This month, Insight has gathered stories from books and movies that will not just
challenge but evolve your beliefs.

THE SECRET
As 'Our current life is a result of our past
thoughts’, the book teaches the lesson of
positive thinking, the reasons and tricks
to apply it. It makes us realize that our
grey matter isn't just ca-pable of
controlling our body, but is also a
powerful instrument of shaping an
amazing and incredi-ble life with its
magnetic powers. 'Mind is a beautiful
Servant, and a dangerous Master.', so it’s
your call, whether to control your
thoughts or let your thoughts control
you, because after all,
"It's the game of Belief". Sara Chavan,

The Secret, as general synopsis will tell you,
is a self-help book that explores the 'Law of
Attraction'. It tells you tales of various
people from different walks of life, trying to
be tell the reason why their lives changed
from 'mess' to 'massive'. This book is not just
an-other 'preach-it-all' book, for it won't give
you the answers directly; it will make you
introspect,
re-flect on each story, and slowly make
you realize the enormity that lies within. As
the title sug-gests, it’s a Secret that each
indi-vidual has to decipher on his own.

Have you ever wondered why our life is
such a mess? Why things we thrive hard
for, don't turn out as we 'need' them to?
Why our wildest nightmares of failure
come true? Have you ever pondered
why our negative imaginations are
turning into reality? I did think about it,
many times. Somehow, I got my answer
in this book, 'The Secret' by Rhonda
Bryne that invoked me to consciously
apprehend the power of my thoughts.

FYBA

THE FIGHT CLUB
Fight Club, directed by David Fincher and
based on Chuck Palahniuk’s book, is a story of
a nameless man who embarks on a journey of
understanding the final truth: nothing matters.
Not “your job…not how much money you
have in the bank…not the car you drive”, we
are not the things we own. It is a story of
existential despair that grows in the hearts of
people like you and me. A revolution against
consumerism, Fight Club leaves the mind
unsettled after the credits start rolling. It is not
just the scathing truth of the dialogues spoken
but also the portrayal of the horror of our
insignificance that makes us question our
beliefs about the world we live in.

“You are not a beautiful unique
snowflake; you’re just the same
decaying organic matter as everything
else.”
From an early age we are cocooned into
believing that we are somehow special,
different, and even indispensable for
this universe. It’s almost a sin to tell
someone they don’t matter and are
instead just insignificant matter existing
in the cosmos.

There’s a lot more to the movie apart from
the giant plot twist and the love-triangle that
it explores. It’s about realizing that a huge
part of our lives is not in our control and
therefore, we must ask ourselves what is it
that we want to do the most and start doing
it immediately before we are lost in
oblivion.

Saee Patkar,
TYBA

THE SHIVA TRIOLOGY
We were always asked to distinguish
between good and evil from a young age.
Even in the stories that were narrated to
us, for every Kaurava there was a
Pandava, for every Ravana, a Rama; wars
were fought, the good triumphed over the
evil and you had the perfect happy
ending. Also, a Supreme Personality ,the
hero of the story to look up to and
worship.
But, is that it?

Shivatrilogy makes us wonder exactly
about this. Though fiction, the book
questions the core existence of our
mythology, the society we live in and the
values on which it is built. To start with,
it is 'The story of the man, whom legends
turned into a God'. Set in 1900 BC, it
starts with a barbarian Shiva arriving in
Meluha as their savior 'Neelkantha '
against the evil forces, the
Chandravanshis.

But as his journey unfolds , he realizes
that the world isn't black and white, that
what is perceived as it is may not be true,
that behind every deed there is a
reason,that hate isn't the opposite of love
but apathy is and ‘any philosophy ,
however perfect works only for a finite
period.’
As Amish pens ‘Delusions create the
most compelling of beliefs.’

Himani Joshi,
SYBA

THE BOOK THIEF
"Sometimes I arrive too early, I rush and
some people cling longer to life than
expected"
Narrated by Death (personified), this book
conveys its ideas through beautiful
symbolism. The book delves into Death's
perspective of life through the story of a
young girl who encountered him thrice.
In 1939 Nazi Germany, Liesel, a 9 year-old
girl, is given over to foster parents. The urge
to read a book kindles her need to learn how.
Over her years on Himmel Street, she learns
about the fragility of life, the complexity of
human nature and the power of words.

A horrific realization followed by a wave of
fury pushes her through the gates of book
thievery, thus earning her the name 'The
book thief'
The narrative beautifully captures human
emotions and the haunting tendencies of
mankind to dabble with death and
destruction. It’s an eye opener as it deals
with lives of different people in a war-torn
country. It changes beliefs about humans
and their ethics and greed for power which
shackles even the best of human beings.

Apart from human behavior, one also
realizes the true power of words. All
through our lives we are taught about how
actions speak louder than words. But this
book portrays that the only thing that
speaks louder than actions are words with a
purpose. After all, the Fuhrer himself
created a burning rage in the hearts of the
Germans by planting great forests of
words.
"I have hated the words and I have loved
them, and I hope I have made them right".
Neha Nayak,
FYBSC

MASAAN
‘’Saale yeh dukh kahe khatam nahi hota?’’
questions Deepak Choudhary, who is
deeply in love. Souls are said to be
liberated in Kashi; and ‘masaan’ (the
colloquial local word for ‘shamshaan’)
perfectly encompasses the rides of life. You
know what they say about good stories:
That they will never be forgotten. The
movie revolves around adolescence, guilt
and pleasure; followed up by their
consequences. These elements make
parallel references to our lives, at one time
or another. The bold reality makes this
movie a must-watch. Richa Chadda and
Vicky Kaushal play the lead, of Devi
Pathak (an aspiring student) and Deepak
(an engineer) respectively.

The drama unfolds as they suffer adverse
beginnings, questioning their very beliefs of
life. Is there ever an escape? Or is life an
eternal trap? Both parts deviate from their
usual selves, at first, to fit into the norms of
society due to economic and social
hierarchies. Eventually, both of them come to
terms with their authentic selves and pursue
their goals. The mid fragment of the movie is
the ‘I love it’ part, highlighting the false
pillars on which our society stands. A
Diaspora of emotions run post this session of
movie, leaving the viewer with conflicted
opinions.

The nodal support of family is
impeccably imbibed in the plot. The
literal meaning itself has a lot of gravitas,
meaning different things to different
people. You can either sit and cry on the
loss or rise from the ashes to make your
story count.

Rohan Pawar,
TYBSC

How often do we take things for granted? How
often do we undermine its importance in spite of
its frequent use? How crucial is the usage of
words at an appropriate place and time? And
what role does language play in our life? While
on the surface, it appears that Language is only
a means of Communication amongst the Human
Race, but our Teachers from different Language
departments, while elucidating on their subjects
of mastery, divulge how its marvels are revealed
only when one dives deep inside. And how does
language help to define who we are, and
consequently our culture? A student sheds light
on this aspect as he shares his experience of
learning three foreign languages. And Is
communication restricted to the use of verbal
messages only or do other cues work in close
association as we derive meaning of the sounds
leaving a person’s mouth? We hope that the
article on Non verbal Communication will help
you gain insight into this aspect!

english
for the love of language
Human language is defined by
linguists as a set of arbitrary
symbols by means of which we
communicate. While animals
are known to have clear
signalling systems, humans use
abstract symbols which have no
direct relation with what they
signify, except in the case of
the few onomatopoeic words.
The mantel of marvels is that
we manage to discuss complex
concepts such as existentialism
and post-structuralism with the
help of these abstract symbols.
Moreover language is an aspect
of culture and gives us ready
access to the rich treasures of
its literature, be it 'War and
Peace', 'Paradise lost',
'Dnyaneshwari' or 'Mahabharat'.

To the poet, words don't just
mean - they have their own
weight, texture and rhythm,
along with it's string of
imaginative associations and
traces from the past. Parents
with an ear to music, christen
their child to match their
surname such as, Charlie
Chaplin or Sayli Shrirali. Surely
Shakespeare would have hardly
dared to ask 'What's in a
name?', had he come across a
Dagdu Gadhve or a Dhondu
Zurale!
Jokes apart, we Indians believe
that the purpose of language is
not just communication which
facilitates practical
transactions.

Rather it is a communion - a
lofty aim which is the basis of
world peace. Ancient Indian
grammarian - philosopher
Bhartruhari's concept of 'Shabda
Tattva' (word principle)
transcends the bounds of
spoken/written language and
explains the nature of
consciousness, while his notion
of 'Shabda Brahma' posits the
unity of all existence. This
approach points to the language
of love which is understood by
me and all!

anjali bhelande,
hod, english
department.

hindi

marathi

sanskrit

french
Oui je parle français!
"Ma patrie c'est la langue
française", cette belle
citation par Albert Camus
décrit bien mon amour pour
la langue française. Mon
parcours avec cette langue
était extraordinaire. Cette
langue m'a non seulement
aidée à trouver le métier
que j'aime beaucoup mais
aussi m'a tout à fait
métamorphosée. Trouver la
langue française c'était
comme trouver mon
âme-sœur!

Je dois beaucoup à cette
langue qui m'a permis de
connaître et d'apprivoiser
une autre culture, de
m'envoler, d'ouvrir mon
esprit aux nouvelles pensées
et mœurs.
À part tout cela, elle m'a
donné l'occasion de bien
connaître ma propre culture
sous un regard critique.

Grâce à cette langue je me
suis retrouvée dans la
compagnie de quelques
gens sympas et inoubliables
que je garderai toujours
près de mon cœur. J'ai aimé
la langue entant
qu'étudiante et je l'aime
davantage en tant que
professeur.
D'après ma belle expérience
personnelle, j'encouragerai
chaque individu à apprendre
au moins une langue
étrangère dans la vie.
varsha deshpande,
hod, department of
french

LANGUAGE – A WINDOW TO
CULTURE!
Being a disciple of multiple
languages, I certainly agree with
the statement that language may
serve as the key, the door, the
window – as you like it – to a
completely new culture. It gives
you the liberty to immerse yourself
entirely into a fascinating world. It
grants you access to every aspect
of the country or the culture in
which it is spoken, while even
enriching your taste for the same
– be it the sonorous music, the
enchanting dance, the delectable
gastronomy or even the very soul
of that culture.

Over the past few years, my
penchant for French, Spanish and
Italian has revolutionized my life to
the fullest. It has not only made me
a connoisseur of some of the most
prominent European cultures, but it
has also enlightened me towards the
rich cultural diversity of my very
own motherland. My pursuit of the
aforementioned languages has
certainly expanded my knowledge of
the world. And yet, at the same
time, it has also served as a mirror
by bringing me closer to the
subtleties of my own culture.

And hence, my friends, I urge
you not to underestimate this
powerful phenomenon called
“language”, but to revere it
instead.

Ojas Chaudhari,
TYBA French

nonverbal communication
"People may hear your words, but they feel your attitude."
-John C. Maxwell
In any kind of communication,
we are more focused on our
verbal messages. Most of us fail
to understand that it is our
nonverbal messages which
create a greater impact than our
verbal messages. Research has
shown that the impact of facial
expressions is the greatest
followed by the tone of one’s
voice and finally the words. If
you say ‘I am very happy’ with a
dull facial expression then it's
less likely that people will believe
your verbal message.

Apart from facial expressions,
eye contact, gestures, body
posture, pitch and tone of voice
are some of the important
nonverbal clues. The way one
displays these clues indicates the
different states of a person’s
mind. E.g. crossing your arms
while communicating indicates
that one is closed off and
defensive. If your head is down or
if you are avoiding eye contact
while communicating then it
indicates shyness, lying, hiding or
being uncomfortable.

Maintaining an appropriate eye
contact shows respect and interest in
a conversation. Nodding shows
attentiveness and interest in a
conversation.
However, while interpreting these
nonverbal cues one should also
consider the person’s cultural and
social background. If this is not taken
care of, then it could lead to
misinterpretation.

-trupti nawar,
faculty
department of
psychology

conclusion
While the incredible roles that language has been playing since centuries
has left us baffled, it also makes us wonder whether all through these issues
we were able to connect with you, our readers through the complex
interplay of words? Whether we could put across ideas and opinions and
fulfill the lofty aims of Language? The very fact that this issue could pose
these questions before us, is considered by us the biggest honor bestowed
upon us by Language.
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THE FINAL WORD-ICT
Two figures run into each other, and the conversation that follows is worth a look.
Figure 1: (Looking at Figure 2) Oh my! Look who’s here. Where have you been this long?
Figure 2: The paths steered me to a competition, which I gloriously won. Look at this pretty trophy I earned. It pouts every time someone clicks my picture with it.
Figure 1: Ooh! absolutely spotless. Is it because it is made of Stain-Less steel?
Figure2: Yep. It speaks for itself. While I was returning, a cat crossed my path, and the path, in it’s oh-so-awesome condition, decided to test my balancing skills. by adding some cute
pebbles to its beauty. But nature gave me the strength to avoid the ugly fall. My trophy was lucky to be safe, you know.
Figure 1: Damn! something could have gone cat-as-trophically wrong. How are you feline now?
Figure 2: Friendship sometimes hurts. the jealous oxy planned all of it, but he denies it. only time will tell who’s right.
Figure 1: Yeah, oxy is a bit of a moron, I know. Okay, let’s go, we’ll have a cup of positivitea.
Figure 2: This plan sounds good. Shrewdness has converted you into a punny guy!
Figure 1: Aww, that’s sweetness personified.
And thus, Pun and the way too long Personification walk away together.

TECH TRICKED
It is incredibly hard for me to write this having just realised that it is the last time we are working together. When I joined
a year ago, I could have never imagined how very attached we would be to each other within this warm community of Ruiaite Monthly.
As a member of this Column, I had the opportunity to interact quite frequently with all of you. It always felt like we are one close-knit
family. I deeply cherish the memories of all that time we spent together. Right from every edition and photoshoot to roasting each other
and sharing hilarious memes.
“Tamim”, you are the coolest Column Head “Tejas”, your brilliance and ability to write an article “Abhishek”, our very own professional
I could have ever asked for. Your compassion, from any given aspect has always amazed me.
photographer. I would dearly love to learn
support and funny memes have put smiles on “Shirish”, our basic ‘BOII’, it’s a wonder how you a few tips from you regarding photography.
many faces. I am delighted to have witnessed were constantly ready with topics that would
“Aaditya” PHUTKYA who is not so
your legacy and proud to have worked under blow the reader’s mind!
‘PHUKAT’ anymore; you are a crazy
your leadership.
bundle
of
energy
and
witty
humour.
“Joy”, I have learnt a great deal from you.
Keep
spreading
your
enthusiasm!
Thank you for being so caring and helpful.
You guys have inspired me immensely and taught me some very important lessons. I will miss you all terribly and I wish you the very best
for your future! I am sure we will meet again and have a good time, reminiscing on our past memories and laughing, just as the song goes "We've come a long way from where we began
-Vaishnavi
Dabholkar
Oh, I'll tell you all about it when I see you again"

Loop it up!
Every once in a while, comes a human who
breaks records, exceeds expectations and
turns dreams into reality. Elon Musk is one
such character. Being laughed upon by his
own role models, Musk had a morally rocky
start to his entrepreneur career. Taking the
mockery as a challenge he set up Tesla and
SpaceX, two companies that have changed
the automotive and space industry for good.
On 20th July 2017, Musk tweeted that had
been given verbal approval by the US
government for the hyperloop between LA
and SF and another one between NY and DC.
For those of you unfamiliar with scientific
jargon and terminology, a hyperloop is a
proposed concept mode of transportation
that traditionally was supposed to be a vacuum
tube carrying passenger pods for transportation.

What made this one of the staple tools in both
sci-fi movies and novels was the fact that these
pods could theoretically achieve unthinkable
speeds and reduce travel drastically. Although
Musk’s hyperloop works a little differently, it
does in theory succeed in achieving the end
goals. Which are to make sci-fi a reality and
reduce both travel time and the energy
consumption for travel. The hyperloop works
by using a combination of air bearings and
passive maglev technology. Both of which
when combined with low pressure tubes, will
see to it that the pods achieve speeds of upto
700mph. This would entail that a journey of
about 354 miles between LA and SF will be
only 30-minute long. There are however many
technical concerns as to how exactly will these
be powered and will they be economical.

Well as Musk puts it, that the solar panels on top
of the tubes will be enough to power the loops and
even though the ultimate construction cost of the
project is around 6.5 billion, an estimated initial
ticket cost of around 30 dollars should allow them
to recover the construction cost in about 8 years.
All things considered there was a statement from
the CFO and chairman of Hyperloop technologies
that the hyperloop will be operational by 2020.
An estimate such as this is not only ambitious but a
lso extremely difficult. But then again we are talking
about “ELON MUSK”
-Tejas Mahadevan

Do you send an E-mail or a postcard?
The times when letters were a common means of
communication, and when one used to send a letter
to someone, was there a guarantee no one can read that?
Technology evolved and it gave us the Electronic mail.
So, one would also expect that this new means of
communication was faster and at the same time more
secure, right? Or in other words, my e-mail is private
right. Well think again because it’s not what it looks like.
When Tim Berners Lee implemented the successful
communication between information and the internet
to create a web which was worldwide, little he must
have thought of that this will be the most adopted form
of communication in the coming years. And nowadays
people are constantly uploading information over the
internet some private, some not and little that they know
that this information can be accessed by anyone. A single
e-mail won’t contain a lot much information about a
person, right? But considering a year’s worth of e-mails,
it can reveal many.

The process by which an e-mail is sent to another
person works something like this. When a person
sends an e-mail, it goes through the server to the
receiver. The bad news is that the server can read
your email. So, the email is not exactly an electronic
version of a letter enclosed in an envelope but what
you’re sending is a postcard. The logical solution to
this problem is to encrypt the email and send, right?
But sadly, the server also has the encryption key.
A situation where you have a lock with a key next
to it. But why are email service providers after our
data? Well the very business model of internet isn’t
compatible with privacy. Most of the big names on the
web rely on ad revenues and to optimize the ads that
are shown to us, companies must know everything
about us, and if you think about it, the best way to get
this information is just to invade our privacy.

So, there must be some initiatives taken to change
this system, right? Protonmail is one of them,
which is an e-mail service provider with a system
which does not exploit the user’s privacy where it
uses the cryptographic technique of Client-side
encryption. It features an encryption key that is not
available to the service provider, making it difficult
or impossible for service providers to decrypt hosted
data. Risking user’s privacy for maximizing profits
does not seem right. Our online data is more than just
a collection of ones and zeroes. These are our hard
work, our memories, stories, etc. and to protect them
by promoting e-mail service providers like Protonmail
is our choice.
-Abhishek Kalarikkal

Going the extra mile.
Back in the day for someone to see your work or your
portfolio you would bring him or her an actual book.
An actual binding of your work. Nobody does that
anymore. With the revolution of social media your
online presence is your portfolio. This is 2017. It’s all
digital- people, clients; companies will go to your social
media first to look through you. You need to make a
content plan. Because your clients, friends, colleagues
will probably judge your work on what you post
professionally. Make an experience for your audience.
It does sound silly. Curating your own Instagram?
Well, Yes of course. It is a digital representation of who
you are as a person. If you want to grow and leverage
the power of social media these are the choices you
need to be making. If I were to tell you that Instagram
stories – instead of just making a boomerang of your
outfits of the day, You could shoot them on a camera,
edit them in Premier or FCP send them back to your
phone and upload them on Instagram.

You’d probably smirk, All that work for a 15 second
instagram story that will disappear in 24hours?
Hell yes. That’s what makes the difference. That’s
making you stand out. Choosing the frame, composing
patiently, maintaining that grid, that’s what separates
you from “Just another Instagram account” to
“HolyShit, check out this dude’s instagram account it’s
awesome”.
Now why should I do this entire crap when
I only have like 100 followers? Nobody is concerned.
It doesn't matter how many Instagram followers you
have it doesn't matter if you have 1 million or 1000
followers that doesn't matter, that number doesn’t matter
what matters is actually how many people see your
content. Sure it might look good having 1 million
Facebook followers or 10,000 Instagram followers but
it's just that surface metric the really true kind of
indication of how popular or how successful or how

much impact you're having on Instagram or any
social media is your engagement, meaning views
likes and comments it's the amount of people who
actually see your content.
So your focus for Instagram should be in building
up your quality of followers not the quantity, that
is it's better to have 1,000 people all watching your
content rather
Than 10,000 people and just a couple of people
watching it so focus on building your niche and
things will follow. Remember, You got to earn t
hose scrolls.
-Shirish Waghmare

MASA
The “Mesh App and Service Architecture” (MASA)
refers to the design of solutions that link, mobile apps,
web apps, desktop apps and IoT apps – and their data,
whether user or operational - into a broad mesh of
back-end services to create what users view as the
"Application."
The Internet has changed how various applications are
developed, deployed and maintained during its usage.
Applications that are mainly reliable on a centralized
database connected to a business layer with a single
data pipeline are now obsolete. Now every application
before its deployment is programmed with a challenge
that the application should be able to scale up to
thousands, millions or billions of users regardless of
the fact that such performance may never be required.

Scalability is considered a mere consequence of and methods of interacting with their
good design. A device which is popularly called technology. Consider an example of Netflix,
as mesh is used to access applications and interact It receives approximately billion calls every
day, from more than 800 different types of
with people, governments and businesses.
Thanks to its scalability, this architectural method devices, to its streaming-video API.
is considered particularly ideal when you have to Their core application consists of several a
enable support for a range of platforms and devices. utonomous applications, with each one
It includes mobile devices, wearable, consumer and executing the business logic for different
home electronic devices, automotive devices, such functional areas. In the post mobile world
the focus would shift to all mobile users who
as sensors in the Internet of Things (IoT).
will be surrounded by a mesh of devices
These devices are enabled by software-defined
application services, and their approach enables extending well beyond traditional mobile
devices.
Web-scale performance, flexibility and agility.
Mesh App needs to be flexible enough to
-Joy Parekh
allow for the rapid evolution of users needs

Flash will finally die off!
News has spread like wildfire, Adobe is killing flash off, by 2020.
With less than 3 years to 2020, Adobe will officially discontinue
one of the most loved flash players, that helped run so many
programs online.Well, several reasons as to why this monstrous
fact has dawned upon us.
HTML5, one of the greatest opponents, makes sure that most
content online can be accessed without installing a separate
plugin, moreover, due to innumerable anomalies in code, adobe
flash player made it easy for hackers to infect computers with
malicious viruses.

With the mobile revolution, there were barely any programs that
HTML couldn't run, without a plugin, hence the VP of Adobe,
released a statement, highlighting the end of flash by 2020.
Once, one of the most vital program, used by more than 95% of
the population owning computers, now goes down as one of the
least important programs.
As one comes in, another goes out, trends are the most dynamic
aspects in the technological industry.Nonetheless, Flash shall be
missed by us all.
-Aaditya Shivkumar

FICTIONALLY
YOURS
Friends can be found
anywhere
We are never born alone in this
word; our relationships take
birth with us. The moment of
our birth also marks the birth
of a son, daughter, brother,
sister, grandchild, nephew or
niece. The strings of our relations are enough to suffice us
for a lifetime. And yet, we seek
for another - Friendship.
A friend can be anyone, from a
little kid to a 90 year old
grandpa and a friend can be
found anywhere, from the kindergarten to a neighbouring
house. In this series of stories,
I'll explore the beauty of
friendship and love.
***

When I opened my eyes, I saw something. But I did not know what it was.
Nevertheless, if felt good to be there.
Immediately afterwards, I saw someone else; she held me to her bosom
and left me with the best feeling in the
world. She is my favourite, my
mamma.
They took me to a place called home.
Here, she is with me all the time and I
love it. They brought me something
called toys. I enjoyed playing with
them, listening to the 'ting ting' sound
it made. But above all, I loved listening to my mamma's voice the most.

Now I can walk and talk.. and say
mamma. I still love playing with
her.
Today someone new came to our
house. Mamma said that she's my
aunt; her sister and she also had a
daughter who is my sister. But my
sister, like me, was shy and did not
speak to me. Instead she played
with my toy and dropped it. She
hurt my toy and did not even say,
“I am sorry”. She's a bad girl. I hate
her.

I could hear them speaking. I wanted
to speak as well. But it was difficult.
How do I say 'Mamma'?

Mamma and aunt spoke about
school. What is school? Mamma
said I'll go to playschool with my
sister. I don't want to go to playschool and not with my sister.

***

***

Today she brought me a new
bottle, no no - a water bottle and a
tiffin box. And a bag. But it was
school bag. She said that I will go
to the playschool tomorrow. But I
don’t want to go.
''Mamma, will you come with me to
pl-ay sch-oo-l?" This word is so difficult to say. "Yes, I will dear, but I
won't come inside. I'll wait for you
outside the school till it is over.
Then we'll come home and play
with your toys. Ok?" She won't
come inside. I don't want to go. I'm
afraid. What if my sister hurts me
and doesn't say sorry? I'm afraid. I
hate her.
***
On the morning in question, she
dressed me up. She gave me the
water bottle and the tiffin; there
were many wafers in the tiffin. I
love wafers but I love mamma too
and she can't come inside the
school.

We reached the school and I saw
aunty there. I didn't see my sister. I
was happy. Maybe she did not
come.
Then mamma took me to the classroom and left. I was so afraid.
There were many boys and girls.
They were crying. So even I started
crying. I wanted mamma.
But then I saw my sister. She was
crying as well. Now I was not afraid
of her. I did not like to see her cry
like that. I went near her and wiped
her tears. She had such soft
cheeks. But they were all wet. She
saw me. She stopped crying and
wiped my tears as well. She gave
me space to sit on the bench.
"Where is my mom? I want to go to
mom!" she said. I felt bad. We both
wanted our mammas. But I don't
know when they will come back.

I began going to playschool everyday.
It was fun. I got many friends but my
best friend was Veda. Now I don't
hate her. She's a good girl. When I
told her that she hurt my toy, she
said that she was sorry. That made
me happy. Veda made me happy.
When I came home, our neighbour,
had come home. She was a really fat
lady. I called her kaku. I went to my
room with Veda. Today Veda and I
are going to play.

I can't tell her but I don't want her to
cry. So I opened my tiffin box. I like
wafers, so my sister will like them
too. "Eat these wafers. I like them.
Your mommy will come when you
finish the tiffin." She smiled. Yes,
even she likes wafers. "My name is
Veda. What is your name?"
"I am Jay".
We both ate my wafers but soon they
got over. Aunty did not come. I was
afraid. Sister… no - Veda will cry
again. "The wafers are over. But
mom has not come. Umm don't
worry, I have a tiffin as well. Mom
will be here till we finish my tiffin"
She smiled at me. She looked so
happy. That made me happy. I felt
good. Now I wanted to come to
school everyday. Because Veda was
here. My sister...Veda.
***

Mamma and papa were talking
about Varsha di's marriage. What is
marriage? She said that Kulkarni
kaku had invited them to Varsha
di's marriage.
Is it her birthday? But she didn't
invite me to her birthday.
I'm angry now. I'm not talking to
her. But mamma said we will go to
her house tomorrow to help.
I'm not speaking to her. I hate her.

She asked,"Who is she?
"She's kaku, but her name is Kulkarni.
She stays in the next house."
"Oh."
***

Jui Mande,
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ROAMING AROUND THE CITY
The month of श्रावण marks a good time for
photographers who are in a mood to capture
the joys of festivities; and for artists, whose
souls are engaged in the intricacies of art.
When somebody appreciates the beauty of
the Ganesh idol, it is its artist who rejoices
from within. Wandering around, one could
find idol making workshops in every nook
and corner of the city. The skill of making it
look beautiful lies in the hands of the artist
with the ability to mold the soft, friable clay
(commonly known as Shadu) into the figure
of the elephant god, and then making it more
lively by intricately and skillfully coloring the
eyes (the more eloquent, the better), and the
rest of the idol. Each and every part of the idol
of this deity is a representation and a
symbolism of something deep. One can
differentiate a POP idol from an idol made of
Shadu on the basis on the color: POP is fully
white, whereas Shadu is grey.

Some important elements which
significantly stand out can be:
1) Huge ears, expressive eyes
2) 4 hands
3) 2 tusks, one of them broken
4) A huge belly
5) A mouse at the feet
The month of July saw the sad demise of
Mumbai’s famous sculptor, Vijay Khatu(63),
who died of a heart attack on 26th July, 2017.
He was popular for his life-size, realistic idols,
most famous ones being Mumbaicha Raja in
Lalbaug and Chinchpoklicha Chintamani.
One of his quirks was that his idols were
always seated on a throne.
The thing to remember is that majestic
grandeur comes at a tough price. Huge idols,
though resplendent, are not necessarily
environment- friendly. Many a men, having
taken this situation to heart have been
resorting to alternatives like smaller idols
(which are environment as well as
pocket-friendly), and metallic idols
(made out of Panchadhatu).

Gayatri Godbole

Students’ Corner
AT THE AGE OF 17....
I dream big, I aim high
But sharp at 12 on my bed I lie
At 9 I see my alarm snoozing
Yet I continue with my day dreaming

At the age of seventeen
Where I want to conquer
The entire world as a teen
But on my bed I love to lean
With my social media on the screen
I want to make my future the best
But in spite of it, I bother about the rest
Without preparation I appear for a test
And make fake promises of preparing for the next
Yes, I have planned for a great success
My inspiration, my motivations are never the less
But my life has now become a mess
Because of a few people
Who earlier were the best

I love to make new friends
But I am afraid of these new trends
First a friendly hand they lend
Later a goodbye text they send
The types of people here we trace
Sometimes real sometimes fake
In life’s never ending race
We have to be our own soul mate.

Rather than piling up that hatred
It’s better that our future we create
Start with it now and straight
Because it’s never too late
It’s never too late

-Mahima Alekar,
FYBSc C

Le plaisir de la pluie

J’admire le paysage
qui verdit
assise par la fenêtre,
Les nuages qui volent
avec le vent
tous les soucis de mon front !

La pluie me donne envie
de découvrir la nature
et bien sûr d’apprécier
la belle verdure !
C’est le temps d’aller
faire de la randonnée
et poursuivre toutes les choses
que vous avez abandonnées !

Tu me donnes envie de
me promener dans les bois.
Grâce à toi, car
Tu réveilles l’étincelle en moi !
Sous la pluie,
Les herbes et les arbres dansent,
Observer cette scène extraordinaire
serait la plus belle chance !
- Rajlaxmi Padiyar,
FYBA-C
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